CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter, the writer reviews some literature related to the topic. Those are about education, value, educational value, movie, the karate movie, and review of previous study.

A. Education

Education can explain as educational experience which take place on all circle and human lasting live time. According to Mudyaharjo quoted by Binti Maunah (2009:1) education is all live situation influence to individual pound. Education in the broadest sense means all actions and efforts of the older generation to transfer the knowledge, experience and skills to the younger generations as an effort to prepare them to fulfill their necessity in physical and spiritual as well. According to Hasan Langgulung education is only a tool used by humans to maintain the continuity of life (survival), both as individuals and society. From the explanation above can define that education is the manner and effort to increase human knowledge, skill also experience to continued their live. Humans in an attempt to maintain the continuation of life bequeathed various cultural values from one generation to the next generation. Another function of education is the development of the potentials that exist in individuals in order to
use it by itself and so on by the community to face the challenges of the future that will always change (Hasan Langgulung, 1986: 147).

Besides, another purpose from education is to improve human resources. One way that they use to get and increase education in their life is learning process. There are three kinds of learning process that we know, are formal education, informal education also non formal education. Human needs certain universal education including spiritual and physical education that can give satisfactory or use for humanity, society and public. This education must include ethics, moral, mental and emotion. The important education for human to grow up and develops appropriate with desire and ability, with aims that have fully human education can get smart of knowledge, confidence and safety.

According Suparlan Suhartono education is a learning activity take place in long period on live situation. (Suparlan Suhartono, 2009: 79). Education take place in any kinds, shapes and level of life, then it can grow individual motivated. In addition the aim of education have a function as a toll, and ways to make a changes human live. In extensive meaning education can identified the characteristic such as:

1. Life long education. It’s mean from one generation to other generation, education is processed without stopped.
2. Education happened in all human live level. It’s mean beside education are processed in education itself, education also processed in economic, law, healthy, technology, etc.
3. Education happened in anywhere and anytime
4. The prime object of education is human cultivation in their live.

(Suparlan Suhartono, 2009: 83-84).

B. Value

Value is something that interesting, searched, please, wanted and liked in good definition (Henry, 1987:160). Value is relative worth, utility, or importance, liking or regard for person or thing. The true value and universally accepted is the value that produces a behavior, and it is behaviors that have a positive impact for both the run and for others (Linda, 1997). Value have another meaning that is a something that can used as a subject, involved to good or bad character as a ideal from the experienced.

There are some kinds of value that we know. There are educational value, moral value, social value, religious value etc. First is educational value. Educational value is all value which can be found in education. We can define that education as a conscious and deliberate effort to create a learning atmosphere and process so that the learners can actively develop their own potentials. Although about the values, Hurlock (1977: 386) says that every society has values to arrange their life which contain some principles, ideal or standards. From the explanations above we can make a conclusion that educational values is something important people think or act relating to developing the learners potential.
The second is moral value. Moral value is a term in logic that a principle or action or character of human is true or false, right or wrong and good or bad. There is a fundamental difference between personal morality and social morality. Personal morality defines how we personally respond to life from or within our own integrity, and within our own personal values. Social morality defines how we respond to our environment, our immediate community and the world community. We are all personally guided by our own sense of what is right and wrong.

From the value which defined above, in this study the writer focus on educational value.

C. Educational Value

Education value is the spirit of education, so wherever they are taught the value of education will present itself. Educational value is the value of education. (Zaim Elmabarok, 2008: 12). Educational value not only can be found in academic processed but also can be found in anything experience. So based on the explanation of the educational value of the above can also be interpreted that the educational world has experiences changes towards a more positive, if the first model only as the teaching of science education, as moral degradation, then education must also be balanced with educational value. Educational value also can define a something or limitation of anything that educate someone directed to
maturation, which have good or bad character, so it can useful for human live that can reach from educational process.

And according to Zaim El Mubarok, educational values are divided into two groups:

a. Values of Being:

The values of being is a value that is within evolved human beings into the behavior and the way we treat others. Which include:

1. Honesty

Honesty define as a human attitude when be faced with something or phenomenon and tell the information without change the information. It also can define as a attitude or behavior which appear and based from our deep heart. Honesty is one of manner for people teach they themselves to brave confess, say or give a information appropriate to fact and reality.

Honesty can be done toward others, institutions, society, ourselves. Strength and confidence that comes from deep because there was nothing to hide. The characteristic of honesty are tells the truth when a question is asked, have not pretend attitude, says what he/she thinks and believes to be right, even when his/her friends disagree. He/she is strong enough to tell others that they are wrong. In this movie honesty can be measured from the statement and action that the actor say and do.
2. Brave

Brave is a attitude which appear from human that can be a dare to try things that either though difficult. Brave also can define as one of action to struggle and maintain something which believed as something good and right with pass a danger, difficulty and weakness.

Brave can apply to oppose the flow is moving towards one, courage to say no, courage to provide, courage to admit the mistake and courage to require apologize. To measure bravery from someone, it can know from the action also can know from the statement too. In this movie brave that shown by character from the brave to admit the mistake and the action to opposed the enemy. Courage to follow your good heart in spite of marginalized and suffer from it. Dare to be gracious and friendly. He added the meaning of courage is to do something difficult but correct and is the best option for the long term.

3. Peace

Peace is a harmony in human natural live where is nothing enmity or conflict. Peace can interpreted as a calm and patient attitude. This attitude tendency to try accept other people's opinions rather than denied and opposed it. Understand the differences are rarely resolved through conflict, and that the obstinacy of a person indicates that he has a problem or feel insecure, and therefore expect your understanding.
4. Confidence and Potential

Confidence and potential is a human attitude appear as boundaries awareness of ability. Potential can define as a prepared and able to do something that command. It can overcoming the tendency to blame others when experiencing difficulties. Confidence also be one of manner to believe to their ability. Characteristic of confidence are believe in themselves it’s means that confident people believe in themselves, and they strongly believe that their life fulfills a special important purpose in the world. They definitely know their strengths and have accepted their weakness. They are very sociable. Confident people know how to endear themselves to others and how to take compliments and criticisms gracefully.

5. Self-Discipline and Moderation

Self-discipline is a attitude which can provide from human itself which get from their habit. Discipline also can define as a human consistency and consequences level to a commitment or agreement which have relation with the purpose that will be reach. Self discipline can divide in the physical, mental, financial. Self discipline can apply in everything. Apply self discipline can be looked when we know the limits in terms of strength of body and mind. Conscious of the dangers when embracing extreme views and impartially. The ability to balance spontaneity with self-discipline.
6. Purity

Purity is the condition or quality of being pure; freedom from anything that database, contaminate, pollutes etc. Example of purity is the virtue of a young girl with strong values. Purity also one of awareness to keep the value. Understanding about the role of life, awareness about the consequences of long-term (and extended) that can be caused.

b. Values of Giving

The values of giving is that values need to be practiced or provided which would then be accepted as a given. Values of giving include:

1. Loyalty and Trustworthiness

Loyalty is the state or quality of being loyal, faithfulness to commitments or obligations. Loyal can indicated to family, to work, to the school, and to organizations and other institutions are responsible to us. A loyalty people usually ready to support, ready to serve, ready to help and trusted in carrying out consistent promises. Characteristic of trustworthiness be honest, be reliable, have the courage to do the right thing, build a good reputation, be loyal.

2. Respect

Respect is a way of treating or thinking about something or someone. It also can define as act in a way which shows that you are aware of someone’s right, wishes etc. Respect can applied for property
rights, respect for the father and mother, respect for elders, respect for
nature, and respect for the beliefs and rights of others civilized and polite
behavior. Respectful to yourself and avoid detraction to yourself.
Characteristics of respect are treat others with respect, be tolerant and
accepting of differences, use good manners, not bad language, be
considerate of the feelings of others, don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone,
deal peacefully with anger, insults, and disagreements.

3. Love and Affection

Love and affection is a positive feeling you may have or express
for other people or things. Affection define as a feeling of liking and
caring for someone or something. Love is more than just a loyal and
respectful. Love can be indicated to dear friends, dear to the neighbor,
who also love to hate us. And emphasizes the lifelong responsibility for
saying to the family.

4. Sensibility and Not selfishness

Not selfishness is a feeling where cares and considers to others.
Not selfish is one attitude that more care to others, learn to feel the
togetherness and compassion toward others. Not selfish usually shown by
empathy, tolerance, and brotherhood. Sensitive is having acute mental or
emotional sensibility, aware of responsive to the feeling of others.
5. Kind and Friendly

Kind is a good attitude having people to others or things. It is aware friendly and caring attitude is more commendable than the rough and tough attitude. It can be shown by tenderness, especially on the younger or weaker. Capable of making new friends and maintain friendships.

6. Fair and Humanist

Fair is treating someone in a way that is right or reasonable, or treating a group of people equally and not allowing personal opinion to influence a judgment. In other side fair define as agreeing with what is thought to be right or acceptable. About humane is characterized by tenderness, compassion and sympathy for people or things. The view of the natural consequences and the law of cause and effect. Appreciate the generous and forgiving attitude and understand that revenge is futile.

Values that can find in literature are same with the value of life. For literature as its best is life. It is not just about life, it is life itself (Chase, 1965:1). Its means that when we watch movie or read novel we look the values included in the movie or the novel. The values are we find in movie is also can and have be represent in our life.
D. Movie

Movie is a medium of education that can demonstrate to the human audio visual so people with such a device would be easier to accept education. Movie is also one of the tools used to deliver the events. A Movie or motion picture includes Photographs, diagrams, or pictures in a series which projected in a screen by a projector for process in turning in a screen that cause appearance in screen look natural movement (Sharon and Weldon, 1977: 93).

There are many kinds of movie. That are action movie, adventure movie, comedy, horror, musical and etc. Action films are a film genre where action sequences, such as fighting, stunts, car chases or explosions, take precedence over elements like characterization or complex plotting. Second is adventure movie. This movie usually exciting stories, with new experiences or exotic locales. It is very similar to or often paired with the action film genre. They can include traditional swashbucklers, serialized films, and historical spectacles, searches or expeditions for lost continents, "jungle" and "desert" epics, treasure hunts, disaster films, or searches for the unknown.

Comedy movie is a movie that inside of movie deliberately designed to amuse and provoke laughter (with one-liners, jokes, etc) by exaggerating the situation, the language, action, relationships and characters. There are some forms of comedy through cinematic history, including slapstick, screwball, spoofs and parodies, romantic comedies, etc.
Horror films are designed to frighten viewer. It often in a terrifying, shocking finale, while captivating and entertaining us at the same time in a cathartic experience. They are often combined with science fiction when the menace or monster is related to a corruption of technology, or when Earth is threatened by aliens. The fantasy and supernatural film genres are not usually synonymous with the horror genre. There are many sub-genres of horror movie, these slasher, teen terror, serial killers, zombies, Satanic, Dracula, Frankenstein, etc. And the last is about musical movie. Musical movie is a movie with cinematic forms that emphasize full-scale scores or song and dance routines in a significant way (usually with a musical or dance performance integrated as part of the film narrative), or they are films that are centered on combinations of music, dance, song or choreography. Major subgenres include the musical comedy or the concert film.

From many types of movie, watching action movie be a challenge for viewer itself. One of kids of familiar actions movie is The Karate Kid. The Karate Kids movie that release on 2010 is one of example from action movie that have released and be a box movie in that era.

E. The Karate Kid

The Karate Kid is a 2010 American action drama film remaked from the 1984 film with the same title. The differences with the previous movie is in The Karate Kid movie which release in 2010 shown kung fu not karate.
Kid movie directed by Harald Zwart and produced by Will and Jada Pinkett Smith, the movie stars are Jackie Chan as Mr. Han and Jaden Smith as Dre Parker. The movie’s background take in Beijing, China. The Karate Kid was released theatrically in the United States on June 11, 2010 by Columbia Pictures.

This movie tells about a children named Dre Parker should follow his mother move to China. In his new place Dre feel uncomfortable because different environment. Besides the different environment, he also have enemy because he have close relationship with a violist named Mei Ying. He get so many threat from his enemy, until one day when he follow her mother to the market, Dre saw some children trained Kung Fu. Dre intend to obey the Kung Fu school but when he saw her enemy be one of the student in that school, Dre cancelled her desire.

In other time, Dre was disturbed by Chang and his gang. Chang which is a kung fu fighter beat Dre. In the same time Mr. Han help Dre from Chang. He also treated Dre. From the incident Dre ask Mr. Han to meet Chang’s teacher to make peace. But Master Li not permitted to make peace. He challenge Dre to fight in that school but Mr. Han have initiate to answer the challenge in opened tournament. Begin that time Mr. Han train Dre a Kung Fu. Dre train every day in Mr. Han’s house. Mr. Han also invite Dre to Tembok Besar China to trained Kung Fu. After the time for competition arrive, Dre can defeat all of her enemy although Dre get faithless. Moreover Dre can defeat her enemy with one foot.
F. Review of Previews Study

In this study, the writer present some researcher who discussed and subjected to the same work on analysis of movie and other discussion related to this study.

Some previews study are also done focusing on analysis educational values on movie, Yuni Mitayani (2010), has studied about An Analysis in Finding Nemo movie. In this study, she find out the educational values in this movie and also find out the way educational value presented in the movie. The educational value in that movie she found some value that is love and affection, respectful, loyal and trustworthy, bravely, reliability of self, kind and friendly, sensitive and not selfish, honesty, leadership, and sacrifice. Another research, Ahla afiyanti (2013), has studied Politeness Principle As Seen In The Dialogue Between Characters On Karate Kids Movie. She had found the politeness maxims conveyed in that movie are the tact maxim, approbation maxim, generosity maxim, modesty maxim, agreement maxim, and sympathy maxim. Dewi Titisari (2012), she has studied about the analysis of moral values in king’s speech movie. It his study, she has found the moral values that include in king’s speech movie such as religiosity, responsibility, optimism, honesty, bravery, altruism, love and affection, helping others, and humbleness.

In this study, the writer is reveal the educational values in “The Karate Kid” movie because from the previous study there is no writer which learn about educational values in this movie.